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MAKING A STAND

Knight-Thon goers
party for 13.1 hours to
help charity -SEENEWS,A2

Houston took two of three from UCF to
open C-USAplay-sEESPORTS,An

New SGA cabinet in works
President-elect has 27 open positions
ALYSSA METSKY

On Monday:

Contributing Writer

Shimmy Knights puts
on belly dancing
showcase at Umon
by Gretha McCandele
Wrapping up the Multicultural
Student Center's Week ofthe
Woman, the Shimmy Knights
perform various belly dances.

The campaigning is
over, the votes are tallied
and the anticipation for
the election results is long
gone.
But SGA'.s newly elected president and vice

president are still hard at
work.
Although they will not
be transitioned into office
until May, President-elect
Michael Kilbride and Vice
President-elect
Taylor
Lochrane are beginning to
form their cabinet for the
2010-2011 school year.

Michael Kilbride,
front, and Taylor
Lochrane during
the2010SGA
Presidential
Debate in February.

"My first step is to hire
the right people for the
job," Lochrane said. "I'm
hoping that we have some
really skilled students
who will qualify. We want
to make sure we have a
wide selection."
PLEASE SEE

KATIE DEES /
CENTRAL FlDRIDA FUTURE

APPLICATIONS ON A8

On Wednesday:

Eternal Knights honors
students wllo have died
by Ashley Camifax
Students, faculty, staff and
families will gather for the
annual Eternal Knights
ceremony.

Baseball takes on
Bethune Cookman
by William Perry
In the first of a two-game
series, the Knights face the
Wildcats at home.

As always, follow us on
Twitter@UCFNews and
check UCFNews.com for
other Web-exclusive
content and breaking
news stories.

m

Breaking
news on
your cell

f

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

RESEARCH WEEK
BEGINS WITH
CITATION WORKSHOP
Learn how to use EndNote
and RefWorks to organize
citations and bibliographies.
The workshop is today in the
Cape Florida Ballroom of the
Student Union at 11 a.m.

I WANT MY.GYMTV
New flat-screen TVs could
replace old video wall
TIM FREED
Contributing Writer

After eight years, the large
multi-screen TV overlooking
the weightlifting area in the
Recreation and Wellness Center may soon be retired
The current video wall
originally cost $50,000. When
it breaks down and can't be
turned on, the university has
to call in a specific repairman
who has the right parts at the
cost of $20,000 each time, said
Student Government Association Chief of Operations
Michael Kilbride, who is also
SGA president-elect
The money for the replacement TV system has been allocated by the Activity & Service
Fee Budget Committee; however, the SGA Senate still
needs to vote on the matter
and then it must be signed off
by President Hitt The senate
will be voting this Thursday.
If everything is approved,
students can expect to see the
new TV system as early as
August or as late as December,
around the time when the
expanded gym is opened, Kilbride said
Jaime_Morales, the RWC
facility coordinator, said the
new TV system will be
ordered in early July and con-

sist of four 51-inch flat-screen
panels.
According to Kilbride, the
four panels will provide a
superior viewing experience
for those in the RWC.
He said the
new
sys-

tern will have a much better
picture quality, be more cost
effective and conserve far
more energy than the video
wall
"There have been problems
with the current video wall,
PLEASE SEE

REPAIRING

LOCAL &STATE, A2

FIU LAUNCHING
INVESTIGATION INTO
PLAYER STABBING
Florida International University is
launching an internal review of its
response to the stabbing death of
running back Kendall Berry
outside of the school's recreation
center on Thursday night
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Ten people have been injured after
two vans collided in Central
Florida. The crash happened
Sunday morning on Interstate 4 in
Volusia County.The crash involved
avan carrying afamily of eight.
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G.I. Bill the impetus
for enrollment growth
KERRI ANNE RENZULLI
Staff Writer

Turning from reporting for duty
to reporting for class, from fatigues to
jeans, from the battlefield to the halls
of academia, is a transition more veterans are choosing to make at UCE
The number ofveterans attending
UCF under the GJ. Bill has grown
nearly 30 percent in three years. During the spring semester of 2008, 782
students used G.1 Bill benefits to pay
for tuition, according to Christine
Dellert ofUCF News & Information
This semester, there are 1,007.
"UCF welcomes veterans," said
frm Middlekauff; the assistant university registrar in the Office of Veteran
Services. 'We have strong programs
that provide support for making the
transition from active duty to civilian
life."
Due to the steadily rising number
of veterans attending over the past
few years, UCF earned the 18th spot
on The Chronicle of Higher Education's 2008 list "Who Enrolls the
Most Students with G.I. Bill Benefits:'
It was one of only two large public
universities to be featured on the list
of 25 schools.
"Many of the top institutions on
the Chronicle's list are located very
close to military bases;' Dellert said
"Orlando is not, which makes our
inclusion more noteworthy:'
PLEASE SEECLIMATE ON A9

.Ceremony celebrates, remembers students
JEFFREY RILEY
Editor-in-Chief

TE~ INJURED AFTER
TWO VANS COLLIDE IN
DAYTONA BEACH

Veterans
continue
to choose
I black, gold

The family, friends and
loved ones of UCF students who have passed
away during the last year
will have a chance to come
together and celebrate life
during the Eternal Knights
ceremony on Wednesday.
For Kelly Sparks, coordinator for the Office of
Student
Involvement,
helping plan the Eternal
Knights event is a way to
make a campus of 53,000
students seem more open
to those in the grieving
process for the 28 who
passed away.
''UCF can be such a big
place," Sparks said. "This
makes it a little bit smaller."
The ceremony takes
place on Wednesday at 3

p.m. in the Pegasus Ballroom of the Student
Union, and will include
talks from President John
Hitt, SGA President Brian
Peterson and an invocation and benediction from
members of Campus Faith
& Ministries.
Some of the families
present will be openly
happy, laughing and sharing stories, said Christa
Coffey, assistant director
of the Office of Student
Involvement.
Some, however, will
still be in the middle of the
mourning process, as their
· loved one may have died
only a few weeks ago.
Both are equally important to remember and care
for during the event, Coffey said.
"There is such a range
of what these families

EMRE KELLY / CENTRAL FlDRIDA FUTURE

The Eternal Knights escorts attend a training session where their duties guiding families visiting UCF are explained.

want out of us," Coffey
said.
Coffey said that each
family is assigned an

escort to be with them
during the day of the
event. The escorts have
gone through training not

only on how to guide the
families around campus,
PLEASE SEE
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Make your research simpler
Learn how to use EndNote and RefWorks to
organize citations and bibliographies as part ofUCF
Student Research Week. A
representative from the
UCF Library will show
how these tools can make
doing research easier. The
workshop takes place in
the Cape Florida Ballroom
of the Student Union at 11
a.m. today.
Call 407-823-3125 or go
to ResearchWeek.ucf.edu
for more information.
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Vol 42, Issue 20 • 16 Pages
The (enrro/ F1orido HAUi!' ~ the independent, studentwritten newspaper at the University of Central flolida
Opinions in the FIJ/IJIE are those of the indl'lidual
rolumnistand not necessarily those of the editorial stiff
or the University administration. All conrmt ~ property
ofthe f£ntrol Florido Fulurt and may not be reprinted in
part orin whole without pennl$ion from the publisher.

NEWSROOM .
407-447-4558
Editor-in-Chief
Jeffrey Riley x213

Learn a new perspective
The Multicultural Student Center and Student
Disability Services are
hosting a discussion about
how different cultures
address the needs of people with disabilities.
"Building BLOCKS: Cultural Perspectives on Disabilities" will be in Room
220 of the Student Union
from 11 a.m. until 12 p.m. on
Tuesday.

Help dean up butts on campus
Volunteer UCF is
organizing a campus-wide
effort to clean up cigarette
butts on Wednesday from
1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Volunteers
should meet at the Student
Union patio stage.
Call 407-823-3318 for
more information.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

FIU launching investigation
into fatal player stab6ing
MIAMI Florida
International University
is launching an internal
review. of its response to
the stabbing death of running back Kendall Berry
outside the school's
recreation center.
Spokeswoman Maydel
Santana-Bravo said the
review will look at every
step taken after Berry
was stabbed Thursday
night and see whether
there are any opportunities for improvement.

Ten injured after two vans
collide in Daytona Beach
DAYTONA BEACH Ten people have been
injured after two vans
collided in Central Flori-

da.
The crash happened
Sunday morning on
Interstate 4 in Volusia
County.
According to the Daytona Beach Fire Department, the crash involved
a cargo van carrying a
family of eight including
two children, and only
two seat belts, and a minivan.
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COURTESY MICHAEL KILBRIDE

Members of Knight-Thon pose - and some rest their feet- after raising more than $62,000 in their Standing for the Kids event Saturday.

News: Production Editor
Bianca Fortis x213
News.CFF@gmailcom

STAND & DELIVER
Sore feet bring about sweet feat
JESSICA GILLESPIE
Contributing Writer

After months of fundraising
and about 13 hours of Standing
For The Kids, Knight-Thon
raised $62,153.90 Saturday for
the Children's Miracle Network.
"We are a year-long
fundraiser," said Michael Kilbride, the executive student
director of UCF's largest student-run philanthropy. ''This is
our capstone."
The Knight-Thon executive
board was selected in May and
the group of students started
planning the dance marathon in
the fall
Kilbride has been the executive director for two years.
'We've made great strides in
making this program better," he
said
At the closing ceremony, Kilbride announced that during
the past two years, Knight-Thon
has raised more than $100,000,
which is more than a quarter of
what Knight.:rhon has raised in
the past 12 years.
"Last year, we were recognized as the most improved
dance marathon nationally,"
Kilbride said
Thirty-one teams stood all
day Saturday to gain appreciation and understanding for the
miracle children who are being
treated at local children's hospitals.
"I look at this as the student
body, in the most literal form of

the word, standing for something;' Kilbride said
Throughout Knight-Thon,
the participants learned and
performed a dance taught by
Moralers, a team of students in
red shirts who would boost
morale throughout the day.
The dance was choreographed to a mix of songs such
as "U Can't Touch This" by MC
Hammer, "Livin' on a Prayer"
by Bon Jovi, and "Thriller'' by
Michael Jackson. Dancers performed dramatically and even
added in their own freestyle
moves.
"My job is to dance and help
people learn the dance and
keep spirits up now that people
realize how tired they are," said
Jenny Hayes, a psychology
major. The Moralers practiced
the dance for several weeks
before Knight-Thon.
After performing the dance
every hour on the hour, miracle
families took the stage to share
their stories. In some cases,
children would share their stories of pain and how they have
overcome the struggles.
"The best part of the day, I
think, is hearing all of the families;' freshman Kelly Robinson
said "It really makes you want
to keep going."
Robinson has worked with
Children's Miracle Network
before.
'When I found out they
were partnered with KnightThon, I wanted to do it," Robinson said She joined the LEAD

Scholars team.
After telling their stories, the
miracle children interacted
with Knight.:rhon participants.
"It's just nlce to see how
we're helping and how the
money that we fundraise makes
a difference in their lives," said
Arti Bagga, a Moraler.
The event had activities
ranging from pingpong and
bounce houses to arts and
crafts, keeping dancers on their
feet. A table-sized version ofthe
board game favorite, Operation,
was in the midst of pool tables
and arcade-style games. Some
participants chose to practice
their miniature golf skills, and
others decorated champagnestyle glasses with bright paints.
"I've been playing foursquare all day," said Allen Bray,
who signe4 up for Knight-Thon
with his fraternity, Sigma Nu.
"My feet are really sore,"
Bray said "Standing up on your
feet for 13 hours is about as fun
as you can expect it to be but it's
cool l'll definitely do it again
next year:'
When Knight-Thon was
nearing the end, participants
dragged their feet and leaned
on tables to relieve some pressure and pain. They did not sit
until after closing ceremonies
and the awards presentation.
Finally, the executive board ·
members stood on stage in a
line and presented the total
amount raised by each holding
up a number. Cheering, the 31
teams counted down from 10
and sat down on the floor
together, exhaustion and ecstasy etched on their faces.
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TO.DAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Thirty percent chance of
ISOLATED
T-STORMS
High:69°
Low:52°

rain. West southwest wind around
20mph.
Tonight: Clear into the evening.
West wind around 18 mph.
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High:73°

SUNNY

Low:51°
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PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:54°
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SGA may incorporate senate training group
ASHLEY CARNIFAX
Online News Editor

After existing on a year-to-year
basis for the past three years, the
Senate Leadership Council might
finally become a standing element
ofthe Student Government Association at UCF.
Created by a resolution during
the 39th SGASenate, the SLC exists
as a training group for students who
hope to become senators.
As it stands, it is up to senate
leadership to create the SLC each
~ as it currently does not exist
anywhere in senate rules.
Senate President Pro Tempore
Joshua Miller brought Senate Rule
9: Senate Leadership Cotmcil to the
floor during Thursday's meeting. It
passed on second reading.
The rule outlines a specific procedure and process for choosing an
SLC chair and selection committee
and what topics the SLC should
cover during its meetings.
Despite not currently operating
under any guidelines, SLC Chair
Maggie Gilson said she feels as
though the program has been sue-

cessful this year.
''This year; I kind of gave them
an overview of SGA as a whole,"
Gilson said
She said she started SLC by
introducing them to the heads of
each of the SGA branches, who
gave presentations to the SLC
members.
"From then on, we got into the
specifics of what senate is, how to
think like a senator, debate like a
senatoi;" Gilson said "So if you're
on the senate floor during an actual
debate on Thursdays, you know
JEFFREY RILEY/ CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
Vanessa Jacobs; center, a Senate Leadership Council member, was confirmed as a senator during
how to handle yoursel£''
Cara Calabrese, a junior psy- Thursday's meeting. Many SLC members have become senators during the 42nd senate session.
chology major and SLC member,
"It feels good to see them taking
said she feels as though being on work to the SLC members. This
SLC has prepared her to be a sena- week, they must be financially what rm teaching them and applytor next year.
. trained through the ASF Budget ing it," she said
Speaker of the Senate Patrick
"I went and applied because I OfficeandpreparefortheirupcomStauffer said the SLC members are
really wanted to know what I was ing mock senate session.
doing before I got into it,'' Calabrese
Gilson. and her committee definitely better prepared for their
said "It's been telling me how to selected Z7 students out of about senate positions than senators
write bills, how to run a meeting, lOOapplicantstoserveaspartofthe without that background
"Their ability to jump right in
Robert's Rules (procedure rules), council
what each committee does and
Manyofthevacatedsenateseats and not have that learning curve
how they each get stuff d~ne.''
this session have been filled by SLC that other senators have - it's just
After the weekly meetings, members, something that Gilson is great;' Stauffer said. ''Because
they've been educated on what the
Gilson sometimes assigns home- proud 0£

HPV Fact

senate committees are, they've
come to both senate meetings and
senate committee meetings before
- which, granted, some of the
other appointed senators have as
well - but definitely the education,
the time they've put into it beforehand to learn [is great]:'
Members are selected each fall,
shortly after senate elections take
place, but the specifics will depend
on the final wording ofSenate Rule
9. Final vote on the rule is set for
April 8.
Stauffer said that having this
process in writing will help make
the program consistent from year
to year.
"It's really helpful, a consistent
process that we know is going to
happen year-to-year;' Stauffer said
"It's not in the hands of one or two
people to make sure it happens. It
really helps guide senate leadership
and helps guide people through the
process of making sure it happens
at the right time and in the right
way. Basically; laying out that
process is really going to help solidify the program and really improve
it in years to.come."
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Obama spurs growth in campus groups
SARAH WILSON
Contributing Writer

Although they may not
agree on much, the College
Democrats and College
Republicans at UCF can
agree that the election of
President Barack Obama has
provided benefits for both
organizations in recent
years.
"Barack Obama is probably the best recruiting tool
we've ever had," said Evan
Mateer, the outreach director for the College Republicans.
Arielle Williams, the
director of internal communications for the College
Democrats, said that during
Obama's campaign, she
watched her organization's
membership grow to more
than 100.
The difference, however,
is when these fluctuations in
membership occurred.
During the 2008 election,
the area surrounding the
Student Union was a battleground, each side fighting to
see who could ask each passing student if they were
planning to vote.
Members of the College
Republicans said during the
2008 election, blue Obamamania outshone the red.
"There wasn't a lot of
energy in the '08 election,"
Mateer said. "It was kind of
tough sometimes to get people excited."
It was hard to compete
with what Williams proclaimed as the "glorious"
fight and campaigning put
forth by the College Democrats.
But now, almost a year
and a half since Obama was
elected, it seems the tables
have turned.
Mateer said there has
been a swell in the number
of active College Republicans since Obama was elected, because of students' discontentment
with
the
administration.
He said the College
Republicans are using all of

•

•
Although College Democrats at UCF saw aspike in membership before the November 2008 election, the College Republicans at UCF have had an increase in members since Obama's election.

this new-found interest
to fuel support for the
midterm elections coming this fall.
"There is so much
energy and excitement
on our side," he said. "I'm
excited about it, about
getting so many people
- and so many new people - involved.
"I think that kind of
excitement is going to
mirror the kind of excitement there was for
Obama in '08. You're
going to see that same
kind of excitement on
the Republican side
come November."
Both Williams and
Fedorah Philippeaux, the
director of public relations for the College
Democrats, said the
organization is still going
strong despite a drop off
in membership since
2008.
''Alt~ough we had a
huge, huge response during the campaign, unfortunately, as is normal, the
interest has dwindled
significantly,"
Philippeaux said. "Now we
have only 50 or 60 regular dues paying active
members at meetings
versus the 100 to 200
people that we used to
have attending our meetings."
But she said that those
who are still active in the
organization are working
as hard as ever to promote political activism

on campus.
They do so through
trying to gamer support
for healthcare reform
and informing students
about Central Florida
politicians running in the
midterm elections.
Philippeaux said that
just because Obama is
now president does not
mean that the College
Democrats blindly follow all of his policy decisions.
The organization has
several qualms with how
the administration has
been run, but it blames
much of the flak Obama
has received from people's expectations being
set too high.
"I think that the
expectations were built
to such a point that many
voters thought that the
minute Obama became
president, everything
would change and that
streets would be paved in
gold," Philippeaux said.
"That's far from what
happened."
She said the organization as a whole still has
faith in Obama and continues to support him as
president.
Both the College
Democrats and College
Republicans plan to canvass and campaign on
and off campus in support of their respective
candidates, more and
more as the date for the
upcoming
November
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Cowttry line dancin' club kicks tradition
HILLARY CASAVANT

spring of 2008 by three
UCF alum and current student body Vice President
Half a dozen cowboy Andrick Lewis, Country
boots flex with the beat of Kickers has grown from a
Mikel Knight's "Whiskey devoted four into a
Drinkin' S.O.B." as UCF's expanding group of 40.
Country Kickers get ready
"Our goal is to get
to dance.
around 500 people by the
"Traveling sailor shuf- end of next year," Lerner
fles followed by a triple said. ''It's happening slowstep, jazz box and half ly, but it's getting there."
turn," the group's presiCountry Kickers use
dent, Steven Lerner, not only country music in
explains as he leads the their routines, but also hiproutine. "Then you're. hop and rock, including
going to pop, lock and popular songs such as
drop."
Black Eyed Peas' "Boom
This is not your grand- Boom Pow" and Ke$ha's
ma's line dancing.
"Blah, Blah, Blah."
The Country Kickers
'We dance to all the
have been overturning new music on the radio
misconceptions of country and incorporate different
dance for two years.
styles of hip-hop dancing
"When people think into line dancing," Lerner
line dancing, a lot of the said. 'We have a lot of fun."
time they think old hick
Senior
Marcus
town 1960s square danc- Williams, an elementary
ing, and it's not really like education major and the
that," said Lerner, a fresh- vice president of Country
man majoring in public Kickers, was recruited in
, administration.
2008 to show the club
Since its founding in the some hip-hop moves.
:-,

Contributing Writer

He had line danced for
the first time just a few
weeks earlier at Cowboys
Orlando, a country-western bar downtown that
club members regularly
attend on Thursday nights
in addition to their weekly
Tuesday-night meetings.
"Before that year, I was
not a huge fan of country
music ahd wasn't exactly
sure what line dancing
was," Williams said.
Since then, Williams,
along with many other
members, has developed
an unexpected love for
country dance.
For Williams, the club
became not just a creative
outlet, but it is also a
source for friendship.
"I am happy to have gotten involved in this organization, because it has
meant different things to
me with each year,"
Williams said. "This year,
it has been an awesome
foundation of reliable
friends."
The Country Kickers

attempt to unify students
of all backgrounds under
one common interest.
"We have kids come
from all different nationalities, groups, majors and
connections on campus,''
Lerner said.
·
Country Kickers is one
of the few UCF clubs that
doesn't charge dues.
"It's purely to socialize,
network, meet people and
try something different,''
Lerner said. "People come
to enjoy and learn and
have fun. We're welcome
to anyone who wants to
perform and give back to
the community."
The group frequently
performs without charge
at elementary and middle
schools, charity events and
benefit fundraisers.
It also uses the events to
teach line dancing to interested audiences and to
recruit new participants.
Its next official performance will be at Stone
Elementary
Lakes
School's Multicultural Fair

on April 16.
Many new members
were inspired to join after
seeing the officers' enthusiasm.
"They dragged me to
Cowboys,'' said freshman
Mario Khoury, a new
member. "It looked like a
lot of fun, and it was really
hard, so I came [to the
meeting] to try to. learn
some of the dance!it"
Sophomo.r e
Bianca
Diaz, one of the advertising/public relations officers, has been a member
since the fall. She encourages even those with two
left feet to give it a try.
"That's the reason I
picked up line dancing,''
Diaz said. "I'm not coordinated at all"
Lerner also joined the
group just this past summer with his roommate,
Robert Alexander, the
other advertising/public
relations officer.
Although he's only been
line dancing a few years,
Lerner's active involve-

ment with Country Kickers has become a passion.
"I used to line dance
back home," said Lerner,
who is from Plantation.
"I've loved country music
since I was little, and I
went to line dancing clubs
in Fort Lauderdale every
now and then. Then my
roommate and I found out
there was a club on campus and, lo and behold,
now we're taking it over."
And they're just getting
started. Country Kickers
plans to kick-start the fall
semester recruiting more
members.
"I would like to see
many students step out of
their comfort zone like I
did two years ago and
enjoy something new,"
Wtlliams said.
' In the meantime, the
members will continue to
shine up their boots and
enjoy
dancing
with
friends, all while getting a
workout.
"It's a cardio to the
extreme,'' Diaz said.

Student... HC1t1ey
Major... Marketinq
Day Job... Waitress
Dream Job...
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Marl<etinq Fundc#mentals { MAR 3023)
Favorite place to do summer school work...

at home With
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UWF Summer Online makes me feel...
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Audition
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Space conference at UCF set for 2011
Shuttle
JESSIE KRISTOF
Contributing Writer

In 2011, UCF will host
the Second Annual NextGeneration
Suborbital
Researchers Conference.
The three day event will
be held Feb. 28 to March 2
and will attract people
interested in the fields
related to suborbital science and microgravity
research from all over the
world.
This year's first conference was held in Boulder,
Colo. Joshua Colwell, an
associate professor at UCF
and leading organizer of
the 2011 event, expects the
attendance next year to be
double that of the 2010
conference.
"We anticipate up to
500 individuals from colleges and universities,
NASA, commercial launch
providers, museums and
science centers and other
government
agencies,"
Colwell said.
The conference will
provide a forum for
researchers, engineers,
educators, government
officials
and
launch
providers to learn about
progress in research. Independent companies and
developers will showcase
their suborbital vehicles
under development and
discuss the educational
and"public outreach possibilities. Some of the companies include Armadillo
Aerospace, Blue Origin,
Masten Space Systems,
Virgin Galactic and XCOR

Aerospace.
on collisions and interac"This is a chance for . tions in the formation of
developers and scientists planets. It is scheduled to
to come together and dis- launch a test flight of Blue
cuss the new capabilities," Origin's New Shepard subsaid Bretton Alexander, orbital rocket sometime in
president of the Commer- 2011 or 2012, with no comcial Spaceflight Federation pensation
from
the
and co-host of the confer- researchers.
ence.
Last year officials in
These commercially Boulder announced that
owned and operated sub- UCF would host the secorbital vehicles will pro- ond annual conference.
vide an opportunity for
Colwell is in charge of
research and educational planning the program of
crews to fly with and per- events as well as chairing
form their experiments. on the local organizing
Space tourists will have committee, made up of the
the chance to experience UCF Planetary Sciences
the planet, flying about 62 Group. Co-organizing the
miles above sea level, event will be the Southfalling short of a full orbit west Research Institute,
around Earth. According Space Florida, Universities
to a UCF news release, the Space Research Associavehicles promise to reduce tion and the Commercial
the cost of travel while Space Federation.
increasing the frequency
According to Daniel
of trips to outer space.
Britt, associate professor
"We hope to see the and co-worker of Colwell
beginning of science at UCF, the university was
experiments on these vehi- picked to host the confercles next year and a NASA ence because it is one of
program to fund experi- the fastest expanding cenments on these vehicles ters for planetary science
should also be in place," research and home to leadColwell said. "The meet- ing suborbital research
ing will be an opportunity staff.
for all the latest develop"The conference will
ments and progress to be bring national and internashared between interested tional recognition to UCF,"
parties."
said Alan Stern. co-host of
Colwell is one of three the conference.
picked to launch his own
Stern is the associate
research experiment on a vice president of Southnext generation vehicle. west Research Institute,
Teaming with the South- which offers research and
west Research Institute development
contract
and the University of services to companies like
Braunschweig in Germany, the independent suborthe experiment will focus bital vehicle developers.

•

•

•

•

m1ss1on
Discovery will deliver
research and
science experiment
equipment for.use in
laboratories on the
.international space
station.

•

4

Scheduled
length
Thirteen days;
three scheduled spacewalks

Mission objectives
• Deliver new ammonia tank to
replace the old; substance used
as a coolant
• Retrieve a Japanese experiment
from outside the station; bring
back to Earth for processing
• Switch out a rate gyro assembly,
which measures rotation rates

Gardens

"'

•
•

Leaky valve problems
Helium.leaks coul'd
delay the launch
past the targeted
April 5 if th~ valve
must be replaced .

GARDENS OPEN AT 6:00 PM• MOVIE TIME 8:30 PM
Romantic movies plus beautiful gardens. Bring a blanket or chairs
and dinner picnic basket; Vendor selling sandwiches, popcorn & drinks.
$7 plus tax adult, $2 plus tax child (K-12th grade),
Garden Members FREE.

-

Children 15 years and younger must be accompanied by an adult

1920 N. Forest Avenue, Orlando
407.246.2620 • www.leugardens.org

Source: NASA
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• Genera[ Dentistry
• Cosmetic Dentistry
• Adult Cosmetic Braces
• Preventative Care
• Zoom Whitening

•

..
Call Today!

407-381-3000
CO 'MET!(; & FA:'1111,\'

U I . ' T I S ·1· R \'

•

1870 N.Alafaya Tr.
Orlando, FL 32828

•

•

•

(Across from Race Trac)

~lfflWrE~i ~N YOMR fWJiJWJ it

Hi-tech, extremely comfortable office.

Expert. Local.. Affordable ..

Visit our website at:

www.AlafayaDentistry.com

UCF TEST PREP ·

www.testprep.ucf.edu

•

407.882.TEST
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Careful planning goes into memorial ceremony
FROM Al
)

but also what to do if the
family needs support. ·
Five counselors will be
available during the event

for families to speak with
if needed.
''.All along we wanted
to try and create a more
individualized recognition, and that's why we

started the escort program for the families,"
Coffey said.
Sparks said the planning process for an event
as important as the

i\

remembrance of those who
have passed away takes a
tremendous amount of
care.
"You're walking a fine
line between an event, a
ceremony or a service,"
Sparks said. "What it is
exactly is hard to define."
From picking the right
way to advertise to the
words themselves that go
on the advertisements,
everything must be done
carefully.
"None of the words
seems right when you're
trying to get the word out
about an event like this,"
Sparks said. "It can seem
like there isn't a good way.
Free food and T-shirts
aren't going to work here."
Getting the words right
was the challenge of
Jazmine Rodriguez, chair of
the Services and Public
Relations Committee in
SGA
The methods of promoting t,he event were picked
carefully for what could get
more students to attend,

but for the correct reason,
Rodriguez said.
"It's not supposed to be a
fun ceremony," Rodriguez
said. "It's supposed to be
commemorating students'
lives. It's supposed to be
something more touching
and personal."
Rodriguez formed the
Facebook group "In Loving
Memory of Our Fallen
Knights," and produced
bru;mers for placement
around campus.
The job of contacting
the families of fallen
Knights is taken on by
Shane Cadden, assistant
director of Housing and
Residence Life.
Cadden said his background in theology and
counseling, his work with
the Student Development
and Enrollment Services
Council on Interfaith Dialogue and Spiritual Practice, as well as his work for
housing has helped prepared him for the duty.
"I've had the unfortunate
pleasure to talk to a lot of

parents about a lot of really
bad situations," Cadden
said.
Just like selecting the
words for advertisements,
word choices need to be
picked with care when contacting families who may
still be grieving, Cadden
said. Respect, empathy and
understanding are the key
points of talking to the families.
Cadden said that he
takes about 15 minutes of
preparation before calling a
family, and remembers to
listen.
Sometimes, all the families want is someone to listen to them, Cadden said.
Being a part of the healing process and being able
to help families celebrate
the life of their loved ones
are why he volunteers to
make the calls, Cadden said.
"If I can give back to
somebody else and help
them through a hard time, I
owe that to the world," Cadden said. "I owe that to
these people."

,}

•
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Assistant Director of the Office of Student Involvement Christa Coffey said the escort program, seen here in training, was
started to offer a m11re individualized experience for families attending the ·eternal Knights ceremony.

Dreams. That's what you'll find at the Walt Disney World®_Resort.
There are many Guest Service and Entertainment roles in which our
Cast Members bring Disney dreams to life. From our enchanted theme
parks and world-class hotels to our spectacular shows and beloved
characters, Walt Disney World Resort Cast Members have a world of
opportunity, and take pride in turning dreams into realities.
Full-tim e roles currently available:

Housekeeping • Bus Driver • Reservation Sales Agent
Part-time roles currently available:

Deep-Water.Lifeguard• Quick Service Food & Beverage
Attractions • M erchandise • Custodial • Bus Driver
Character Look-alike Performer

•

Full-time Cast Members may also be eligible for medical, dental and vision coverage,
plus paid vacation and sick leave. AJl Cast Members receive theme park admission
and discounts at select dining, merchandise and recreation locations.

•
To apply online, visit:

11 11

www.WaltDisneyWorld.jobs

More courses, flexible sessions and smaller classes let you earn credits your way in our
summer s,essions. For a complete schedule visit:
Gall or e-mail to make an appointment with an admissions counselor• (813) 253-6249 • scs@ut.edu

WWW. Ut.edU/SUmmer

OFFICE OF GRADUATE AND CONTINUING STUDIES 401 W. Kennedy Blvd. j Tampa, FL 33606- 1490

0
•
•
•
•

I (813) 253-6249 I scs@ut.edu

EOE • Drawing Creativity from Diversity • ©Disney

0

-0

Benefits subject to change at anytime.

s•

Are the clas~es you need next semester full?
Need a class to graduate on ti:rne?
Consider taking it at a UCF Regional Campus.
With classes in business, education, psychology and more, UCF Regional Campuses offer
you 11 locatiom; to choose from and class times that fit your schedule. To learn more, contact
an advisor at rcadvising@mail.ucf.edu.

www. regionalcampuses. ucf. edu
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Applications for paid positions due April 1
FROM

Al

With 27 positions to
fill, Kilbride and Lochrane
are currently seeking students who are interested
in applying for their cabinet.
currently
Kilbride
works in SGA President
Brian Peterson's cabinet
as chief of operations.
Applications for positions are due to the front
desk of the SGA Office in
the Student Union by 5
p.m. on Thursday.
"The more students
that apply, the better the
selection process will be
for us," Lochrane said.
"We are trying to put
together a strong cabinet
for next year in order to
accomplish our goals and
it starts with hiring the
right student for the job."

The cabinet, which is
the governing board of
SGA, is responsible for
sponsoring and planning
events.
"The Student Government Association Executive Cabinet more or less
is the branch in SGA
involved in voicing the
student voice to the
administration and the
UCF voice in Tallahassee:' Lochrane said.
Kilbride said that the
roles of cabinet members
vary.

"The director of student affairs, for example,
will be responsible for
facilitating town hall programming," Kilbride said.
"Some positions, like the
director of governmental
affairs, will work mainly
to advance lobby and
advocate for students."

Kilbride
and
Lochrane's application
states that in order to be
eligible for the the cabinet, students must have at
least a 2.5 GPA, have no
holds on their UCF
account and be enrolled in
six or more credit hours.
Executive
cabinet
members are paid positions and require a minimum number of office
hours per week.
"Cabinet members are
paid differently based on
job expectations," Kilbride said. "They are paid
based on a contract
amount per pay-period.expected to work a set
number of hours and

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
11550 University Blvd.• Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

UniversityWalkin.com
Most Insurances Accepted

(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)

Adam Brock, deputy
executive director of
KnightDrive, said he is
eager to apply for Kilbride
and Lochrane's cabinet.
"I feel that their cabinet
will be just as effective as
Peterson-Andrick's and
can truly deliver on every
promise they campaigned
on," Brocksaid.
"When it comes to
SGA, we only focus on
students' goals and what
is best for the students at
large," Lochrane said.
"Our job is to cater to the
student body."
Cabinet applications
are available at the SGA
Office
or
at
differenceis.com.

(.
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Al

which has to be left on 24/7 because
it doesn't work properly when it is
turned on again," said RWC Director
James Wilkening. "It's like trying to
fix an old car. The parts are just too
hard and expensive to find."
Wilkening said that the video wall
was purchased in the late '90s for the
old basketball arena, which is now
called The Venue.
The large screen would not fit in
the designated area, so the university
decided to install it in the RWC when
it opened in 2002.
''With any piece of equipment at a
university, you have to follow very
specific guidelines and procedures
when trying to fix it," Wilkening said.
Kilbride said the new TV panels
will be a lot cheaper than a new
video wall, which would cost about
$80,000.
''There's a lot of liability involved
if something goes wrong. The new
video panels will cost under $20,000
and measure a total of 4 foot by 8
foot," Kilbride said.
Kilbride stated that the new system is truly meant to be a TV and
that it will allow students to view
multiple programs at the same
time.

"The Doctor Is Always In"

sessions.
While times and location are still in the works,
the goal of the retreat is to
train and educate cabinet
members of the vision for
the upcoming year and
prepare
students to
accomplish
campaign
goals, Kilbride said.
Kilbride and Lochrane
said they are looking for
motivated students who
really want to get involved
in student government.
"We are looking for
students who are and will
be leaders in the community and students who are
qualified to handle the
task of the position,"
Lochrane said.

Repairing old wall difficult, costly
FROM

UNIVERSI1Y
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER

complete all assigned
tasks."
Coordinator positions
require a minimum of 16
office hours a week, and
the specialist positions
require at least 14 hours
per week of office work.
Shortly after Thursday,
applicants will be contacted about the selection
procedure, which may
consist of an interview.
One weekend during
the summer, cabinet
members are expected to
go on an executive cabinet
retreat.
Throughout the weekend, cabinet members will
participate in team building activities and training

SIERRA FORD/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The video wall in the Recreation and Wellness Center doesn't work properly after being restarted and costs
thousands of dollars in specialized repairs. SGA will vote on funding a new, more cost effective system.
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·S:3O - 9-.30pm VUCF presents
Sundwiches and Conversation.
8ring sandwiches to the homeless of
downtown Orlando. RSVP to:

]~3/30/10

9pm CAB Presents Studenfs
Choice Movie. Watch the Spring
flick chosen by the Student body.
Choices were: Precious, The Blind
Side, District 9, Up in the Air and
It's Complicated. Visit
www.cab.ucf.edu to find out

11 am MSC presents Building BLOCKS

which movie won! Pegasus

Student Union, Room 208
RO.Box 163245
Phone:{401) 823·6471
fax: (407) 823·5899

Ballroom

Email: osl@mall.ud.edu

vucf_hungef@niail.ucf.edu.

I'

'

,I

Workshop Seri~Cultural Perspectives

on Disabilitites. A discussion .and
presentation with Student Disability

Services on how diffurent cultures
around the world view and address the
needs of individuals with disabilities.
SandKey22O

Website: www.gethwolveducf.com

7pm SGA Senate Meeting. SU 218
3 - 5pm VUCF presents Kids
Crafts. RSVP to:
vucf_arts@mail.ucf.edu.

Offic~ of Student Involvement
Division of Studt1nt Development and
Enrollment Services

For ADA accommodations, contact OSI

~ ft, /3/10
1 - 4pm VUCF presents No Butt left
Behind Campus Cigarette aeanup. RSVP
to:wd_dvic@mail.ucf.edu.
3:30 - 4:30pm VUCF presents The

Literacy Project RSVP to:
vud_mentor@mail.ucf.edu.

•

8pm CAB Presents Demetri Martin live.
Doors open at 7pm. UCF Students FREE,
S 15 Non--UCF Students. $25 General

Public. UCF Arena

7:15am-12pm VUCF presents

Restoration Project. RSVP to:
vucf_animals@mail.ud.edu,

Various Shifts. VUCF presents Art
·of Sand. RSVP to:
vucCsouthern@~1aii.ucf.edu.

It's your school and YOU should be a pan of
the ACTION! 2010 • 2011 SGA Executive
Cabinet Applic,itions now available at
www.sga.ud.edu or stop by the SGA Office
(SU 214).

10:30am - 3pm VUCF presents
Paint Project at the Harbor
House. RSVP to:
vucf_domestic@mail.ucf.edu.

•
•

•
•

•
r,

.
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Climate, programs spark interest in Orlando

.,

FROM Al

"
:,

..
'

A majority of the student veterans are in their
20s, redeeming benefits
from the post-9/ll GJ. Bill
for their services in Iraq
and/or Afghanistan.
The Office of Veteran
Services expects this trend
to continue as more student veterans enroll at
UCF under the post-9/11
bill's expanded benefits,
which include tuition and
fees for 36 months, a
monthly
housing
allowance and a yearly
stipend for books and
other school materials for
veterans who served more
than three years of active
duty after Sept.11, 2001
"Nowadays, there is a
lot more of a push to continue education," Middlekauff said "You need a
college degree. It is just a
part of life. We are in a
degree-driven
society.
More veterans are coming
to UCF to get theirs·
because of its good reputation out in the civilian population, the lower tuition
fees and the Florida climate. UCF is a cheaper
university where you can
still get a good degree.
[Veteran Services] has also
been working on a lot of
new programs to help vet-

erans."
UCF's Veteran Services
strives to be a one-stop
resource for student veter~
ans' academic and educational benefit questions
through its programs,
manned desk in the Registrar's Office and new Veteran.Services building to
be completed in July and
operational by the start of
the upcoming fall semester.
"It's frustrating to try
and use your benefits,"
said Rich Dellasso, a senior
radio/television major,
army veteran and Veteran
Services employee. "With

PRESIDENT FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT'S STATEMENT ON SIGNING THE G.I. BILL
This bill, which Ihave signed today, substantially carries out most ofthe recommendations made
by me in a speech on July 28, 1943,and more specifically, in messages to the Congress dated Oct.
27, 1943,and Nov.23, 1943:
1. It gives servicemen and women the opportunity of resuming their education or technical
training after discharge, or of taking a refresher or retrain er course, not only without tuition
charge up to $500 per school year, but with the right to receive a monthly living allowance while
pursuing their studies.
2. It makes provision for the guarantee by the Federal Government of not to exceed SO percent of
certain loans made to veterans for the purchase or construction of homes, farms,and business
properties.
3. It provides for reasonable unemployment allowances payable each week up to a maximum

6. It strengthens the authority of the Veterans Administration toenable it to discharge its existing
and added responsibilities with promptness and efficiency.
Wrth the signing of this bill a well-rounded prograni ofspecial veterans' benefits is nearly
completed. It gives emphatic notice to the men and women in our armed forces that the
American people do not intend to let them down.
By prior legislation, the Federal Government has already provided for the armed forces ofthiswar:
adequate dependency allowances; mustering-out pay; generous hospitalization, medical care,
and vocational rehabilitation and training; liberal pensions in case of death or disability in military
service; substantial war risk life insurance,and guaranty of premiums on commercial policies
during service; protection of civil rights and suspension of enforcement of certain civil liabilities
during service; emergency maternal care for wives of enlisted men; and reemployment rights for
returning veterans.

period of one year, to those veterans who are unable to find ajob.
4. It establishes improved machinery for effective job counseling for veterans and for finding jobs
for returning soldiers and sailors.
5. It authorizes the construction of all necessary additional hospital facilities.

This bill therefore and the former legislation provide the special benefits which are due to the
members ofour armed forces - for they"have been compelled to make greater economic
sacrifice and every other kind of sacrifice than the rest of us,and are entitled to definite action to
help take care of their special problems."While further study and experience may suggest some
changes and improvements, the Congress is to be congratulated on the prompt action it has
taken.
-WWW.GIBILLVA.GOV

UCF's Veteran Services
there is always someone
here to answer your questions. All of [Veteran Services' employees] just
want to help. It is not just
someone telling you to fill
out this form there,
because we are all veterans. We can empathize.
We know what they are
going through."
Veteran Services offers
additional non-academicbased mentoring programs to help veterans
deal with the sometimes
rocky b;"ansition to civilian
life, post-traumatic stress
disorder and, in some,
cases relationship stress.
Some student veterans
are helping Veteran Services with the revival of
the Student Veterans Association at UCF, which hosted the Student Veterans of
Florida Conference in
2009.
Last year, these new
programs earned UCF an
appearance on G.I. Jobs
magazine's national list of
the most ''military friendly

schools" among the top 15
percent ofcolleges, universities and trade schools
whose recruiting programs and veteran services are the most extensive
~d embracing ofveterans
as students.
"G.I. Jobs magazine is at
all the transition posts
where
veterans
are
required to go before being
released," Middlekauff
said "[Veterans] will read
it and see UCF is a good
school with a strong, dedicated program. It will be
like free advertising for us."
Veteran Services hasn't
been able to advertise its
programs to prospective
veterans as much as it
would like because of
budget cuts, but it does
send out e-mails to all
newly enrolled student
veterans with a list of the
services offered
Middlekauff said he
hopes to see the veteran
population continue to
grow at UCF, even if it
means his workload will
increase again.
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Judicial branch can overturn tickets
MICHAEL CLINTON
Contributing Writer

'I think it is a
good thing -SGA
is on our side. I
didn't know
about this, and I
like.that they
have the·
Students' backs.'

.Most students may not
be aware that UCF J>.arking
& Transportation Services
doesn't always have the
last word on parking tickets.
Student Government
Association's
judicial
branch can overturn parking citations issued by
UCF Parking & Transportation Services.
Before students can
appeal through SGA, they
-ADAM SEGAL
must first have their appeal
JUNIOR, GENERAL BUSINESS
heard by the Parking Citation Appeals Committee.
· The committee is com- but in a slightiy different
posed of up to one faculty manner.
. SGA appeals can only
member, four students,
two university employees · be made in person.
and one chair, according to
Therefore, students will
UCF's. Traffic and Parking go · before the Judicial
· Regulation and Enforce- Council and present their
ment policy. ·
case before·final decisions
Students can submit are re~ched, according to
their appeal in wr~ting or SGA Chief Justice Michael
make a personal appeal in McGriskin.
which they argue their
"Every student that
case before the Parking wants a SGA parking
Citation Appeals Commit- · appeal will get one," he
tee. .
said. .
Should the ticket be
While McGriskin wants
SIERRA FORD / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
upheld by the committee, every student's appeal to Students can appeal the decision of the Parking Citation Appeals Committee by taking their cases to the Student Government Association Judicial Council.
students then have the· go thr01,1.gh SGA, he feels ·
o.ption to go through the that not enough students that option, as mo_st stu- going through SGA is an
With so few students and thinks that outside
. appeal process with SGA, are taking advantage of .dents might not _k now that option.
filing for a second forces could factor into
At any time there are appeal, the turnaround is the justices' decisions.
"Some students could
about 1,000 active cita- . g_uick.
tion appeals pending for
Most students are be having a bad day and
the Parking Citation seen within a week and may not care about their
Appeals Committee.
even sometimes the next .;lecisions," Pike said.
Adam Segal, a senior
Yet each semester, day.
only about 100 of them
A peek at last week's accounting major, dis·CANGENE PLASMA
are appealed through appeal schedule revealed agrees.
only two appeal appoint"I think it is a good
SGA.
RESOURCES mid florida
The Judicial Council ments for the week.
thing SGA is on our
"There are more stu- side," he said. "I didn't
had 79 appeals during
We are looking for healthy people ·
the
fall
semester
and
71
dents
who need us than know about this and I
who are interested in making $20() or
appeals this semester, as who are utilizing us," like that they have the
more per morith by donating plasma
McGriskin said.
of March 24.
students' backs."
McGriskin said · the
McGriskin said both
Students have mixed
up to twice a week. We op~rate on an
are
"way
down."
feelings
about
what
the
council
has its best interappointment .o nly basis-no waiting.
ests in students' needs.
"It is disturbing to me Judicial Council does.
"We encourage any
because people are not
Jason Pike, a junior
· Call today to get started:
taking advantage of the business major, said that student to come to SGA,''
SGA appeal process," he he does not like students he said. "We are here to
(866) 563-1266
governing other students help you."
said.
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Houston bats explode as
Knights drop C-USA series
WILLIAM PERRY & CARLOS PINEDA
Sports Editor & Staff Writer

·•

/

To open (-USA play Friday,
Owen Dew tossed S.2 innings
in UCF's 7-4 win over Houston.
GEORGE OEHL/
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

CONFERENCE USA SERIES OPENING HIGHLIGHTS
CHICKS DIG THE LONG BALL
The Knights hit one more homeruns over the weekend and
have slugged out at least one homerun in 23 of 27 games.

CATCHING FIRE
The Knights have won 8of their past10 games,and have found
themselves averaging 10.6 runs per game in their 15 wins.

STREAKING SHANE BROWN
Shane Brown extended his hitting streak to eight games Sunday
and now has hitting streaks of at least eight games five times in
his career, including twice this season.

SWEET16
Chris Duffy extended his hitting streak to 16 games with a twoRBI single in the fifth inning of Sunday's 20-3 loss to the
Houston Cougars.

Sa

Hot streak keeps
UCF atop C-USA
Staff Writer

The UCF softball team
clinched their second con. secutive league series with a
sweep over Southern Miss in
Hattiesburg with an 8-0 over
the Eagles on Sunday afternoon.
The Knights (22-12, 7-1 in
Conference USA) were victorious Saturday by taking the
doubleheader 7-4 in game
one and 3-2 in game two and
have won eight of their last
nine games to stand at the top
of the conference standings.
Last week, the Knights
swept Houston for the first
time in conference history.
Sunday, the Knights
pounced on the Golden
Eagles (12-13, 0-5) with three
runs in the first inning. Freshman Arielle Palafox had a

•

•

•
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PLEASE SEE

LATE ON A13

Sports brie

I

CARLOS PINEDA

Just when things appeared to take a tum
for the better for the UCF baseball team,
the Knights dropped two of three on the
road to the Houston Cougars over the
weekend to open Conference USA play.
The Cougars (12-10, 2-1 in C-USA)
pounced on the Knights (15-10, 1-2 in C-USA)
with an eight-run third to take a commanding
early lead en route to routing UCF 20-3 in seven
innings Sunday.
The Knights grabbed the game's first run in the
second but in the home half of the inning, the
Cougars tagged Knights' starter Nick Cicio for six
runs and when Cicio was pulled, grabbed two
more off of reliever Brennan Dobbins.
Travis Trial roped a double to center to score two
for the Cougars followed by Joel Ansley's bases
clearing double down the left-field line.
Houston then tacked on two runs in the fourth
and four more in the fifth thanks to a three-run bomb
from Chris Wallace that allowed the Cougars to run
out to a 17-3 lead before closing out the Knights 20-3.
Houston had five players with at least two RBI in
the game, while UCF had three pitchers give up at
least five earned runs.
Senior Chris Duffy extended his hitting streak to
16 games with a two-RBI single in the fifth inning
and has been the one consistent spot among all of
UCF's inconsistencies. Duffy is hitting .485 this season with 12 homeruns and 45 RBL
After swiping a 7-4 decision from the Cougars
Friday, the Knights weren't able to mount a second
consecutive comeback against Houston, dropping
a 7-3 decision that ended the team's six-game winning streak.
UCF fell behind 4-1 before scoring two in
the top ofthe fifth inning. Freshman Darnell
Sweeney hit his first career triple to rightcenter field that brought fellow freshman Austin Johnston all the way
from first to score, cutting the
deficit to two runs.
Senior Shane Brown followed and powered a sacrifice fly to right field that scored Sweeney from third
and narrowed the Houston lead to one run
Codey Morehouse secured the first conference
victory of the season for the Cougars in the bottom
half of the inning when he hit a thee-run homer to
left field
The Knights recorded 10 hits in the game as

productive day at the plate,
knocking in sophomore
Natalie Land from second
base. Freshman Marissa
Menendez then singled to left
field bringing Palafox and
Lane to the plate.
Singles from Palafox and
senior Tifanny Lane in the
third inning put UCF up 5-0.
With three runs in the top of
the fifth, the squad took an
eight-run lead.
Senior Ashleigh Cole won
her second game of the series
with a five-inning performance. Cole struck out four
batters and gave up just two
hits en route to her 14th win
of the year. She pitched her
fourth shutout of the season,
the most in a single-season
for the senior. Before this season, she had seven career
PLEASE SEE

BARROW ON A12

Knights sweep DePaul
Men's Tennis
The UCF men's tennis
team swept DePaul on Saturday
afternoon
to
improve to 9-5 on the sea-:
son.
Senior Marc Rocafort
and junior Blaze Schwartz
recorded an 8-4 victory
over Vania Grgec and
Mathias Hambach at the
top doubles spot. Sophomore Eugene Dolgovykh
and senior Brock Sakey
narrowly defeated Bartosz
Jozwiak and Matija Palinic,
9-8 (6) at No. 3.
The Knights also swept
singles play. Sakey defeated
Jozwiak, 7-5, 6-4. Rocafort
defeated Palinic, 6-2, 7-5
while Schwartz rolled to a
6-3, 6-1 victory over Graetz.
"DePaul is a dangerous
team, but we did a tremendous job at every single
position today," head coach
PLEASE SEE

TRACK ON A12

SIERRA FORD I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Junior Blaze Schwartz cruised to a 6-3,6-1 win in singles and 8-4 in doubles with
Marc Rocafort in a 7-0 sweep ofOePaul Saturday atthe UCF Tennis Complex•

A12
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Despite move,
MIKE BALDUCCI
Variety Editor

For Auburn golf coach
Nick Clinard, Saturday is
homecoming.
It won't be played at Jordan-Hare Stadium, and it
won't include a 6-hour tailgate leading up to game
time.
For Clinard and his
Tigers, homecoming will be
in Avendaw, S.C., where
he'll reunite with his old
team: the UCF Knights.
When the Knights meet
the Tigers at the Hootie at
Bulls Bay tournament on
March 28, it will be Clinard's first reunion with his
former team after nine
years at the helm ofUCF.
''It was the hardest decision of my life, leaving
UCF," Clinard said. 'We
were lucky enough to be
able to build [UCF] into a
national power and compete with the big boys."
Clinard's final season
with the Knights was, what
some would call, going out
on top.
In the best season in
UCF golf history, Clinard
led the team to a Conference USA title, a champi-

onship at regionals, and a
10th-place finish at the
NCAA Championships.
And Clinard's role in the
team's Cinderella-like rise
as an NCAA power earned
him the job offer at Auburn
inJune.
"Historically speaking,
Auburn has been a top 25
program, but some would
call it now a rebuilding
time," Clinard said ''Expectations are high at Auburn,
but nobody puts more pressure on a coach than themselves;'
Former Knight standout
Blayne Barber accompanied his recruiter to Auburn
last summer. Barber, as a
freshman, recorded nine
top-10 finishes, was C-USA
player of the year and CUSA newcomer of the year
and was named to the
GC.AA'.s
All-Freshman
Team. Due to transfer regulations, however, Barber is
sitting out his sophomore
year at Aubum
"The hardest part for
Blayne is he wants to be 'the
guy,"' Clinard said. "It's
given him an opportunity,
though, to see where he is
as a golfer."
With Clinard's depar-

a
Schneider's struggles
this year may have been put
behind him after a secondplace finish at the Rio Pinar
Invitational, but he still
admits that he felt he put
too much pressure on himself to step in as a leader on
the team.
'When expectations are
too high, it's very easy to
fail," Clinard said on Schneider's rough year. "Sometimes when you try too
hard, you get in the way of
nature;'
Despite their struggles,
Clinard still sees a team
that's "loaded with top talent:'
"Simon Ward's as good
as Simon wants to be," he
said "Nuno [Henriques] is
just a true talent, loaded
with ability and phenomenal work ethic. [Brad]
Schneider is just a great
inspiration to all, and I have
much respect for him. By
the time Reid [Martin] gets
to his junior year, he's going
to be an All-American."
But Auburn's season has
been much like the Knights'
in many ways. Despite their
potential and their talent,
the Tigers weren't able to
put all the pieces together

COURTESY UCFATHLETICS.COM

Fonner UCF head golf coach Nick Clinard will square off against the team he built
and led for nine years at the Hootie at Bulls Bay Tournament in Avendaw, S.C.

ture came struggles for the
Knights. Barber and current
Asian Tour golfer David

Johnson left the reigns of
the program to Simon Ward
and Brad Schneider.

until the latter part of
March. Soon after UCF
won their first tournament
of the season, the Rio Pinar
Invitational, Auburn won
the E-Z-GO Schenkel Invitational for their first win of
the season.
Clinard thinks that these
late-season victories for
both programs are tournaments to hang their hats on
and are a definite motivational factor for the stretch
run of the season.
''You hear 'swagger, arrogance, cockiness,' but when
you deal with 18-19-20-yearolds, [motivation] is huge,"
he said. "Golf's a game
played on confidence;'
Despite his new position
as a Tiger, Clinard makes it
clear that he isn't forgetting
his roots. He's proud of
what the program was able
to become under his leadership. He's proud of his
recruits in Schneider, Ward,
Martin and Henriques, but
most of all, he's proud of the
university.
"I have the utmost
respect for Keith [Tribble]
and UCF, and I really appreciate what he did for me,'' he
said ''I am a Knights fan and
always will be;'

...

Barrow delivers winning hit Track turns in
FROM A11

shutout victories.
In the second game of
the series, Southern Miss
trailed 2-0 before scoring
twice in the sixth inning to
tie the game.
With two outs in the
ninth, senior Hillary Barrow scored sophomore
Vanessa Perez from second base on the single to
left field Barrow's heroics
came through again just a
few days removed from a
walk off homer against
Houston last Sunday. Barrow went 3-for-5 with a
run scored and added her
23rd RBI of the season.
UCF took a 2-0 lead in
the top of the first inning,
with a one out single from
Palafox that scored Land
from third and Barrow on
the ensuing throw.
Senior Kristina DeMello went the distance tossing nine innings, allowing
two runs and no earned
runs on seven hits while
striking out eight and
walking two to even her
mark at 4-4. the victory
lowered the senior's ERA
to 1.93 this season.
In the first game, the
Knights trailed 4-3 heading
into the top of seventh
before putting four runs on

(Ff ARCHIVE

Senior Hillary Barrow got the game-winning hit to lift the Knights to a 3-2win
over Southern Miss Saturday. In the series, Barrow was Sfor 12 with two RBI.

the board to get a comefrom-behind win.
Perez singled up the

middle to score Menendez
from third base. With the
bases
loaded,
Land

reached on a fielder's
choice, scoring Perez.
Senior Morgan Bullard
scored on a wild pitch
before Barrow hit a single
that brought in junior
Abby McClain.
Palafox recorded her
third homerun of the season with a shot to left field
in the top of the fourth
inning. The score tied the
game at 3. Palafox is second on the team in RBI
with 15.
Cole picked up her 13th
win of the year by pitching
seven innings and striking
out six batters. Cole
allowed four runs, three
earned, on four hits and
one walk.
The Knights are 4-0 on
the road with an extrainning win at North Flori;
da earlier in the year.
UCF faces in-state foe
and national runner-up
from a year ago, No. 6
Florida, Wednesday night
at the UCF Softball Complex. The game will be televised by Bright House
Sports Network. The
Knights lost 3-0 to the
Gators last season in
Gainesville.
UCF last defeated an
SEC opponent on Feb. 28,
beating then-No. 9 Alabama 3-2.

strong showing
FROM

A11

Bobby Cashman said in a
press release. "We have
been working to improve
as a team in each match
that we play and we really
showed that this afternoon;'
UCF will head to Oklahoma this weekend for
three matches, starting
with No. 44 Oklahoma
State on Thursday.

Women's Tennis
The women's tennis
team dropped a 5-2 contest
to No. 64 North Florida on
Wednesday. The home loss
moved the team a 9-4
record on the season.
The Knights jumped to
an early 1-0 lead with two
doubles victories. Junior
Jenny Frisell and sophomore Alexis Rodriguez
defeated Aline Berkenbrock and Raguel Castro,
8-5. Sophomores Taylor
Dubins and Andrea Yacaman rolled to an 8-2 victory
over Lauren Holton and
Victoria Krook.
In singles play,
Rodriguez easily handled
Castro on her way to a 6-1,

6-2 win at the No. 2 spot.
Frisell dropped a 6-3, 6-2
contest to Berkenbrock in
the top spot.
UCF will head to Texas
to take on UTEP on Saturday.

Women's Track
The women's track
team had a strong showing
at the UCF Invitational on
Friday and Saturday.
Senior
Lakendra
Thames finished third in
the hammer. She set a personal record of 172-4/52.54.
Senior Jamie Rzepecki
took first in the 3,000m
steeple with a time of
11:40.32.
Thames also placed second in the shot put and discus events. Sophomore
Sheila Paul finished third in
the 100-meter dash. The CUSA Track Athlete of the
Week posted a time ofll.78.
Jackie Coward took first
place in the 400-meter hurdles. The sophomore finished with a time of 59.11.
The Knights will head to
Gainesville next weekend
for the Pepsi Florida Relays.
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Late runs help UCF swipe win from Houston
FROM

•

•

A11

Brown and Johnston each
went
3-for-4.
Brown
notched his 23rd RBI of the
season.
Junior Jonathan Sedlock
got the start for UCF and
went three innings, allowing three runs on four hits
but picked up his second
loss of the season.
The Knights began the
game with the bases loaded
in the first but failed to capitalize.

Brown singled up the
middle in the leadoff spot
and advanced to second
base on junior Derek
Luciano's single to the
shortstop. Breen walked to
load up the bases for Duffy.
Both Duffy and junior
Jonathan Griffin were
struck out by William
Kankel to put two outs on

•

the board and sophomore
Beau Taylor ended the
inning with a pop out to left
field, ended any scoring
opportunity.
Friday, the Knights
grabbed five runs late to
snatch a 7-4 win and the
game away from the
Cougars to open C-USA
play.
UCF picked up three
runs in the eighth to take a
5-4 lead and two more in the
ninth off a pinch-hit homerun by Ryan Breen that gave
closer Joe Rogers some
breathing room for the save.
"I knew I was going up
there if Derek Luciano got
on," Breen said in a press
release. "So I was just trying
to get my mind ready, and
when I got up there they
started me off with a pretty
good curve ball. Luciano
then stole second and I just

wanted to do whatever I
could to drive him in. I
ended up seeing a good
pitch, a fastball kind of
down in the zone, and I hit it
well."
After missing the past
eight games with an injury,
Ronnie Richardson's return
to the lineup paid off in a
huge way for the Knights as
he picked up two decisive
RBI, including the game
winner.
Owen Dew got the start
for the Knights and turned
in another solid performance on the mound. Dew
went 5.2 innings, allowing
three earned runs on seven
hits, while striking out four
and walking three.
Dew cruised through the
first four innings but the
Cougars struck for a pair of
runs in the fifth to take a 2-1
lead

GEORGE OEHL / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Shane Brown extended his hitting streak to eight games Sunday and is hitting .4S3 with 23 RBI so far this season for UCF.
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OUR STANCE

DUDE. I DON'T KNOW WHATS
WITH ALL THESE SORE THROATS

Remember
fellow Knights
I

t can seem sometimes
that on this campus of
more than 50,000 students, it would be impossible
for everyone to know everyone else.
We walk along to class, we
make friends and acquaintances, we join clubs.
1broughout the process of
being a student, we become
connected to each other
through a network of strings
to those we know.
When tragedy occurs, it
can be easy to think the
threads weaved around the
campus simply do not tie into
you at all
Th~ thing to remember, .
however, is that the threads
are all weaved into the same
fabric, one bearing the colo;rs
of black and gold.
The names listed to the
right are those of the Knights
who have passed away during
the previous year. We are
running this list in memorial
and remembrance ofthem.
On Wednesday, the Eternal Knights ceremony will
take place with the same goal.
We encourage everyone
reading this to do their part
to not only help remember
the lives of those lost, but to
also celebrate the life that we
all have.
If you can, go to the Eternal Knights ceremony and
show that even though you,
may not know any of the
people who have passed
away, you do support your
fellow Knights.
That is the connection we
all have.
That is the connecting
thread we all have tied in
common.
All of us - the editorial
staff of this newspaper, those
students reading these words
and all of the alumni - are
Knights.
If you are not able to make
it to the ceremony, you
should take time during that
day to find a calm place, both
physically and mentally, and

•

•

ince you attend the
third largest public university in the country
you have numerous chances
to learn outside of the classroom.
One example, which we
hope you will take advantage
of, is UCF's annual Research
Week.
Starting today and running till Thursday, UCF will
host a series of seminars that
could make you a better student. It is necessary for you
to continue your education
outside of your course load
if you plan on finding a job
after graduation. Only earning your four-year degree is
not enough to secure a
career, especially these days.
All of the events are
focused on research. If you
are a student with a major
that requires a strong knowledge of research, then you
should definitely make time
to attend one of the 10 talks
this week.

YEA, I THINK THERE'S A MOLD

PROBLEM IN OUR APARTMENT. DO YOU
KNOW HOW MANY TIMES THE BONG
HAS BEEN SPILLED ON THE CARPET

"

®~~

,,

KNIGHTS
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IN MEMORIAL
Amber L. Deveaux, Social Science
Education

Kelly L. Kilpatrick, Public Affairs

Andre V. Reyna, Political Science

Kyla K. Roberts, Interdisciplinary
Studies

Brendan J. Miller, Digital Media

Lawson S. Mayfield, Undeclared

Christopher A. Banach, Dlgital
Media

Lewis Wayne Neutemian, Reading
Education

David Karlin, Computer Science

Loyta Sloley, Finance

James D. Birk, Health lnfomiation
Management

Michael Blumenthal, Business
Administration

James P. Saul, Interdisciplinary
Studies

Michaela L. Thomas, Educational
Leadership

Jared S. Zumbrun, Computer
Science

Patricia·Ann Mudge, Statistical
Computing

Jason S. Dahlke, Criminal Justice

Robin Taylor-Corbridge,
Interdisciplinary Studies

Jason D. Nicholoff, History
John J. Cassidy, Jr., Mathematics
Education

Samuel M. Clifford, Health
Services Administration
Shane B. Sugaski, Digital Media

John W. Grosso, Ill, Biology
Thoa T. le, Radiological Sciences
Joseph Hunter Green, Undeclared
Trevor K. Shipley, Psychology
Joseph M. Kelly, Accounting
Katherina A. Nomicou, Electrical
Engineering

reflect on life and what it
means to have it.
Think about the family
and friends you have and
cherish the time you have
with them.
·we hope that not only

does the Eternal Knights ceremony become a regular
event attended by as many
students as capacity will
allow, but also that the day of
the event becomes a time of
reflection.

Research your
future this week
S

WE'RE GETTING "'COUGH'"COUGH*

Even if you are not a student with an immediate
need for research, you could
still benefit from at least one
event.
Perhaps the best day for
all undergraduate students
at UCF to attend the seminars for research week
would be Wednesday. First,
at 11:00 a.m., there is the
"What is Graduate School?"
presentation. There is a
short break before the follow-up seminar titled "Getting the Most Out of Graduate School."
Earning a four-year
degree does not hold th~
same weight in the job market as it once did, and many
people are going back to
school to earn graduate
degrees. Even if you have
never considered going to
graduate school, you should
attend one or both of these
seminars to learn more
about the option.
You could graduate this

May and not be.able to find
a job. Graduate school could
end up being the best option
while waiting for work, and
you'll be happy you knew at
least something about it
before applying to schools.
"Career Paths in
Research," the seminar
scheduled for Tuesday at
1:00 p.m., would be good for
all students to attend. Perhaps there is a career that
involves research that you
did not even know existed.
With classes, internships
and jobs, it's hard for students to keep current about
all of the career options
available. Thankfully, UCF
does do part of the work for
you. So take some time this
week to benefit from their
hard work putting the conference together and your
hard work earning a degree.
All events take place in
the Student Union. For a full
schedule of events go to
ResearchWeek.ucf.edu.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

Day at the Capitol
crucial but tiring
The Student Governsmall amount of money
ment Association kids
that can be saved or cut
are a tough bunch. I did
based on the opinions
not fully understand
of the politicians voting.
their vigorous nature
They decide, based on
until last Wednesday,
the programs offered
when I attended UCF's
and their success, which
Day at the Capitol. I
schools need more
came home appreciamoney.
tive and exhausted by
Our job as students
their hard work.
JERRIANN SULLIVAN that day was to go to as
More important than
many politicians as posOpinions Editor
their relentless energy,
sible and remind them
though, was their preswhy UCF is so imporence among politicians from the
tant to Florida's economy.
Florida House. of Representatives
Specific examples, given by the
and the Senate. SGA members did officials who spoke at the recepsuch a good job planning the
tion that night, were our medical
annual Day at the Capitol that
school and simulation program.
politicians came to the reception
With 11 different public univerthat would end the long day
sities, not to mention issues not
despite having meetings immedirelated to colleges, Florida offiately before, during and after the
cials need our help reminding
buffet-style dinner.
them why UCF is significant. By
Although not every elected
being there, we were putting faces
official was a UCF alumni, each
to the requests of all UCF stuspoke about how important our
dents to stop cutting our budget.
school is and how grateful they
Although UCF lost five prowere to see so many students.
grams last year, its funding was
Usually lobbying events
cut the least in comparison to
planned by public universities
other schools thanks to the relaattract about 20-30 students. SGA
tionships that the current SGA
was able to bring about 85 stuestablished with Florida officials.
dents to Tallahassee.
It is not just SG.Ns responsibiliThe number of students presty to represent UCF, though. Even
ent helps Florida politicians
though it was impressive to bring
decide who will receive money
85 students to Tallahassee, it was
not enough for a school with a ·
throughout the year. With so
population of 53,000.
many schools and so many other
issues to research, our officials
The politicians who spoke to
need your help in reminding them us between their meetings and
why your school is important
Senate sessions urged us to stay in
enough to support financially.
contact with them and remind
Not being as knowledgeable as
them why UCF is a great public
the SGA senators on how the
university.
Florida Legislature works, I asked
You already missed the free
a basic question at the beginning
meals and tour of the old Capitol,
of the day, which was: "How do
but I encourage you to visit, write,
the budget cuts work, and are they call or e-mail your officials.
the same for each public universiPlease remind them why UCF,
the largest in the state, is worth
ty?"
Each university has a similar
the millions of dollars that could
budget cut, but after that there is a be cut.
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READER VIEWS
in Florida
UCF students already part university
A quick l~ok at the UCF Health
Center frequently asked questions
of a 'socialist' system
So I have been observing intently at the widespread uproar that
has many students at UCF and
around the state in uproar over this
health care bill. Those against feel
they are being forced by the government to pay for health care.
As a student, I completely
understand these worries because,
let's face it, the majority of college
students are not exactly living the
high life. Money management is
vital, and I am no stranger to
arranging my diet for the week
based on the buy-one-get-one-free
deals at Publix.
So I understand the anger at
having to pay for something I may
not want and definitely did not
have the opportunity to chose to
pay for.
However, it seems odd to me
that these students do not realize
that they have been supporting a
supposedly "socialist" and "oppressive" system the moment they
decided to attend any state-funded
I

section shows there is a mandatory
Health Care Fee that is included as
part of the tuition of every single
student that attends UCF regardless
of whether the student has health
insurance.
Now this seems like an even
greater injustice. I am forced to pay
for the Health Care services even if
I already have health insurance?
That's like paying twice!
Jeez, sure sounds like socialism
to me. So my question is: Why are
all the young college students
around Florida so against this
national bill when they have been
supporting a form of social health
care the moment they attended a
Florida university?
Furthermore, why not focus
your efforts on this particular statelevel mandate? I would think that it
would be easier to change this than
would a national-level bill.
So, as a strong supporter of
UCF's Health Center, am I a socialist?
-SONOSHAH
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD
Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: ll825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax, .
in person:
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,

Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
ff:Ti1 HELP WANTED:
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General

EWITEl'-l)ERS WANTED.
$300 a day paena.f\b
El<perierne Necesscvy. TririJJ

Ptr DcqJy ~ asoocae
~ !Mi f,;\Jst Low Dogs.
VetKaTiel El<p. ai:iJs!
l.ocaKlns i1 Orlam a-d &nbd
""*www.~.na"**

email resure 1D
.kbs@d'.g:fayafterronet

OftiJe assistnSaes vrcnlB:i. f,;\Jst
haw fiMroy a-d pol. demealJl1

Prfl!Mi Paydee!rtled by
q.afraia15. AwY cme at
~oom

l.oolm-g tJr extra cash? Rm ft in here!
Dozens of,obs i1 ea::h issue.View .rd
~ a:Js orb at
WWW.~

Sim~ Rozen YOJurt
qieril;j i1 />pi klol<rg brfl.n,
erergeoc,hadv.oi<i"g
en1*Jyees v,ro cal rrutitask.
P~Hine. RexiJle tnJs. Serd
resuret>
~@y.mo.oom.
Robert (954) 558-6948

Located Near Campus
407-679-2700
www.studentwork.com

Crutesy 1-b;t Needej
12an-&m stilt, Clem dM"g

record req..ied. 8nai resure t>:
CVIRes'l,1a-,ager@aJl.oom

SUMMER JOB

325
350
375

400
500
600
700
800
900

RATES

Rate
For Sale: Automotive B
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
A
Servi!l!S
B
Annooncements
A
Traver
B
WOIShip
B
Miscellaneous
B
Wanted
B

PJ Pares i1 Lnlesal City Weir.
has OPENll'--GS br

µrtg~ a-d saes
assJciates!tMagaila'lle
otcrdo.

Be resr-oosiJle br1al<rg q.aty
cljta i:fubs whle dewarg

exrelent rustJmer seM:l:l.
Am1al hau"g req..ied. (pa-las),
wiltrail.
Please email resunes il
ashe.yairUu@gnail.oom

Rooms for rert in 6

bEn'oom rome M ooy. Berm
UCF $550too. lrd ln1emet,
CaE, uilties, W/0, dslmashe!;
cxmruilyJX)d. ~
seM:l:l, pest <mtrol. 1 nn avai
rr:m. Rooms avai 2010'11 &:hod
'/f be!jTIYJAl.g 1&. Cal 407-87&
fiH7 or 407-40003'.X3

lfm

SUBLEASE

.

8v,;-nin.1ru:Ds

tt )OU're 9)0d cxrre \\Ok wilh tre
BEST Sll!lk<;& Wa-mws sv.;-n
Sdro. Ff,f'T $11-$141T. WITrin
(407) 699-1992
www.~oom

125

HELP WANTED:

Part-Time

a-*! ca-e + I.gt ta.se \\Ok br
!¥) g1, 7 ~ boy, 22To OOf i1
WnB Pal< rru;t be avai t, stat
in May, El<p + rel. req. 8nai leUa'
c t ~ avai
1D RcmDesigl@cf.rr.oom

1..-..1 HostDime
.....

hosting. servers. solutions

PT Customer Care/~ Atop.
needed at 1-bstDine.oom, one ct
1he lagest i1lanet seM:l:l v.eb
rosfrg provders i, Fbrida.

$8-$10tT
8nai h'@tosti-ne.oom

$5,20m:Jr,1h ferrae 9..tlleasaneeded slllm;lll!J" 1711hliy
31st! UtiliesQi:JleSh/>pi's
rent i"d..ded. 414, wak-il ooset &
J:¥Mlle balh atJeller&Jl Vlcge.

Cal 727-432-1813 or emai
etnrre@kttjis.Ld.eru rneoo
tis renoo tJ SIJ..dy a:rooo n
Sj:m!
$500,trmh SJ.tleaser wanted

irmecia1tlyu room at BoarctNal<
i14bectooml 4battroom
~ lease viii be from ,ApriJ..ty 2010, Aj:ri's rert is !reel 407952-2540 rrn:laOO)@y.mo.oom

A 1bedocm'1balh cp:rtrnent
room a rent i1 a 4beaoom/4balh
~ Noot-gale Lakes
(a:ross from LCF Staun)!
A ~ May 1-August 1, 2010!
Gi1s aiy pease! anal at
eirjyg@krig"ds.Ld.eci.J
8ectoom avail!ille i1 furished 414
~atJeffeloo!l ~from May
1st.,,ijy 31&. $500m) m.xrg
ui1ies. Gi1sooy. a:J3,'3004428
orTRivas718@gnail.oom
1/1 ~ 51.ttlaseatOviai'.>Gro.e!Ap: 1st,Affl 30lh w.qmn iJ exim. Cbse tJ
LCF/.3CC. $799hm+wmAllec, 820 ~
W/0 i1 uit, Baoorr;, Cei'1J Fans,
Dishwasher, Fitness Cena; Pool. 407-7928366 da-ils<iv@gnail.oom

Room and Board Included Get Paid to
JI The Rorlda Bks Youth camp (FEYC)
needs male 11111 female Bummer Cmtlp
Counselors ages 18 and up. FEYC i8 an
overnight camp located off of
llighWay 450 In IJmatlla,, R.

'I

2
4
9 5
1
72

I

I

-

Strong work ethic and excellent
communication skills. Fun and fast paced
environment.15 to 25 hrs per week.

Ccma!Poi1el..Loo..ry~
1 & 2 Bectocms Free W/0, JX)d,
filness caE; pcms.
2300 Eain Ci: 407-679-ro,1

3121..uxlmus~ F\Jy Furistoed
w/v.oodenflros. 1 niefrom
UCF$:ro$l60uii"d. ~
'MIil ia<elliew. Cal 9540044333

RateB

Rate(

$J3
$9

$}9
$J3

:s

17
9
I

4 3

suldolku
© Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

Monday puzz.le:
Easy/eve/

I

I

Thursday puzz.le:
Hard/eve/

I

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 ~rapher's
4 Hilton alternative

9 Fragrant wood
14 Lair
15 Surrounding
glows
16Fumlng
17 Day "Grey's
Anatomy" airs:
Abbr.
18 Gyroscopic toy
20 Archery projectile
22 Tune past
23 Comic Philips
24 Central American
fishing mecca
28 At liberty
29"Flying
kangaroo" airline

33The Beatles'"_
the Walrus"
36 Skin layer
39 British nobleman

17

1=-1--1--

40

-.1--1--1--

..

40 Pretender in a

1=
71-+--+--+--+--

44 Division word
45 _ Bruce, '30s'40s Dr. Watson
portrayer
46 Scand. nation
47 Be lenient
50 Chinese leader?
52 Proverbial
backbreaker for
a camel
58 IV squared
61 The same, on
the Seine
62 Bush successor

By Barry C. SIik

~~~ hat

1 Dog collar
attachment
2 India's first prime
minister
3Smallknob
4Argues
S"Fersurel"

UCFiNE ORLANDO

;1
I

DOWN

·Now HIRING
ADVERTISING REP

l

1:
2
9
5
2 13
6 18 1
gl
71
3
I
8 1- - - --

69 Gizmo
70 Ques. response
71 Homes in trees
72 Letters after
thetas
73 The last word of
this puzz1e·s five
longest answers
is a type of one

352-455-4287.

$6

I

phenomenon

Please contact Krys Ragland at
800-623-1873 ext 251 or

4 5

I

67 _alal
68 Kindle download

TIie camp l'IBIS l1'0m Jllle 14th-Aupt 7111

Rate A
$9

• Pricing includes up to four lines,35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday
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63 Arctic solar
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General

Summer Jobs
82400• Co-Ed Camp • Bght Weeks
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100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Rate
Help Wanted:General
C
Help Wanted: Part-Tune C
Help Wanted: Full-Tme C
Busine.s.s Opportunities B
For Rent: Homes
B
For Rent:Apartments
B
A
Roommates ·
Sublease
A
For Sale: Homes
B
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6The
Diamondbacks,
on scoreboards
7 Tucker of country

music
8 Part of a
carpenter's joint
9 Movie theater
10 Fraction of a
joule
11 Dinner and a
movie, say
12 Tiny particle
13 Seized auto, for
short
19 Big oil exporter
21 Not quite right
25 There are three
in every yard
26 Eva of Argentina
27 From square one
30 Folder features
31 Get one's ducks

in _
32 Leonard _: Roy
Rogers's birth
name

33 "Got ij, man!"
34 Pisa's river
35"Tumoff the
sound" button
37 X-ray cousin,

briefly

38Ausp,ces
41 Nanny _

I
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Last issue solved
42Penny
43 Numbers on
45S
48 Arab chieftains
49 Safecracker
51 Gambling parlor
letters
53 ''Chicago Hope"

actress
Christine
54 Even ff,
informally
55 Indian prince

56Kenmore
competitor
57 Spot for a belt

58Mutant

superhero group
59 Hard-to-describe
feeling
60 Nuptial vows

64

-:::.i=~tortd"

65 Get off one's
25-Down
66 Italian article

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds
~ARE COMNGI

Nervous? Need tulDlfng In Gen
Chem, Orgo, or Bio? l can help.
Former U:1u1Dr. PROVEN
RESU...lS. $20h<u. Rex 8Checl.
~ weloome. References
by recJIE!6l Email:

becc:aklrsclr,e

Hourly base plus commission.
Last room aval for clean, quet
inl resp. senior or gndJale
student in immBcu1a1e M home
near UCF. $400mo. + 11.J utl.
No pels please. AVlil asap.
Cal 407-709-6098.

FREE &Room DISH Netv.o1<
Salefie System! FREE HDOVFl!
$19.99,lro, 120+ Dgtal Ch!mels
(br 1 ~ ) Cal f',b.Y-$400
~ OClNUSI (888)593-7040.

Satellite TV On Ya..- PC
Ttnlsa-ds ol Ol!nlels, Free.
f\b Dish or REm\.13r. DoMioad

Sollwcre @NDPC.m

Roan for R~ Down1oM1
City ¼m ~ $585tro ui rd
A~rr:ml f \ b ~
Rcxrn4Ren1Jowni@gnail.oom

The Student Newspaper at UCFsince 1968

$425too. lg room avai 'Mlh
dean, cµet, ~ ~
pol. Pool, h's Hemet, ca-le,
W/0, gorage. ~ t> LCF & VCC.
321-243-7170ordtlet@aJl.oom

Check out our Classifieds,
onl~ne and in print!
L0009165

New listings weekly!
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